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SAV Madame Pride 3256

SAV Blackcap May 1429

SAV Blackcap May 1426

SAV Blackcap May 4136 SAV Blackcap May 5530 SAV Madame Pride 0075

SAV Emblynette 3301SAV Abigale 5650SAV Emblynette 7566

SAV Blackcap May 2026

SAV Madame Pride 1070

Two-year-old Resource daughter.

Flush sister to Resource!

Flush sister to Resource!

Superb blend of Bismarck x Pioneer.

Beautiful Brand Name donor.
SAV Emblynette 5483 – Sale feature beyond compare!

475 BULLS & 220 ANGUS FEMALES SELL!

This phenomenal fifth generation 
Pathfinder® and breed icon is the most 
influential cow in the 2016 SAV Sale. She 
sells in her entirety along with 48 direct 
sons and daughters and 128 grand progeny. 
She is the dam of the $400,000 SAV 
International 2020 and the 2016 National 
Angus Foundation Heifer. She has a stellar 
production record with unlimited future 
potential and sells safe in calf to the world 
record-selling bull, SAV Pedigree 4834 – 
a sale feature beyond all comparison! 

Free nationwide delivery             Volume selection               Affordable to the cowman

Her son 
sells!

She
sells!

She
sells!

She
sells!

She
sells!

SAV Emblynette 7229

Elite Pathfinder® with top production.

She
sells!

SAV Polly 9946

Powerhouse Net Worth donor!

She
sells!

18 
progeny 

sell!

11 
progeny 

sell!

32 
progeny 

sell!

44 
progeny 

sell!

Her 
progeny 

sell!

22 
progeny 

sell!

One of the Angus breed’s most important 
genetic contributors and the #1 income-
producing cow in SAV history. She has 52 
daughters retained in the SAV herd and her 
famous sons include Resource, Renown, 
Recharge, Pedigree, Seedstock and Universal.

One of the all-time greatest breeding 
achievements by Net Worth from four 
generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®. She 
is a major-league producer with multiple 
progeny highlighting past and future sales.

Potent, powerful and productive Pathfinder® 
dam whose influence continues to impact the 
breed. Her many herd sire sons include Priority, 
Brand Name, Regard and Cutting Edge.

Record-selling cow in SAV history with 
impeccable phenotype and cow power beyond 
compare. Proven to be a major herd sire-
producer with maternal excellence.

Maternal matriarch of the SAV program going 
strong at 16-years of age with $1.8 million in 
progeny sales and unsurpassed production 
record. She is the dam of Registry and has 33 
daughters in the SAV herd.

Model cow for the Angus breed unmatched for 
broodiness and maternal function. Her herd 
sire sons include Hesston and Momentum 
and her progeny are highly sought after in the 
industry – the herd-building kind.



FEATURING THE PHENOMENAL FIRST OFFERING BY SAV RENOWN 3439...
SAV Morton County 5010

SAV Country Road 5027

SAV Section Line 5206

SAV Hundred Acres 5219

SAV County Fair 5285

SAV Back Forty 5227

BW +2.1: WW +77: YW +128: MILK +27
An incredible Renown son with stoutness, natural muscle, rib 
shape and massive dimension in a herd bull package. His Brand 
Name dam from the Abigale family is a real brood matron.

BW +1.9: WW +72: YW +117: MILK +27
A stand out in the crowd Renown son with length, muscle, 
superior structure and unmistakable herd bull presence. His 
productive Emblynette dam records a weaning ratio of 110 on 3 
calves and will qualify as a Pathfinder®.

BW +3.1: WW +69: YW +117: MILK +27
This Renown son is massive, thick quartered and powerful in 
his design with the look of a herd bull. His heavy milking Brand 
Name x Density dam is a maternal sister to Potential, the lead-off 
bull from the 2011 SAV Sale.

BW +2.9: WW +73: YW +120: MILK +32
An explosive growth and performance bull by Renown. He 
earned a 205-day weight of 1062 lbs. for a weaning ratio 
of 115. His Net Worth dam will qualify as a third generation 
Pathfinder®.

BW +2.9: WW +69: YW +117: MILK +30
This herd sire prospect by Renown earned a 205-day wt. 
of 1047 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His heavy milking 
Pathfinder® dam by Traveler 004 records a weaning ratio of 
107 on 9 calves.

BW +3.8: WW +74: YW +122: MILK +27
This impressive Renown son has a performance stat line that 
is hard to beat. He earned a 205-day wt. of 1013 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 110. His Brand Name dam is from the Blackcap 
May family that leads the breed in the production of AI stud 
sires.

BW 81
205 Wt. 1035

BW 77
205 Wt. 999

BW 86
205 Wt. 991

BW 87
205 Wt. 1062

BW 87
205 Wt. 1047

BW 88
205 Wt. 1013

SAV County Road 5209

SAV Prairie Trail 5236

SAV Grazer 5253

BW +2.7: WW +71: YW +119: MILK +31
An absolute powerhouse by Renown with length, growth, 
muscle and off-the-charts performance. He earned a 205-day 
wt. of 1039 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 113. His Pathfinder® dam  
records a weaning ratio of 109 on 5 calves.

BW +2.5: WW +67: YW +110: MILK +31
A Renown son with exceptional length, soundness and 
performance. He earned a 205-day wt. of 1002 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 109. His productive, nice-uddered dam by 
Mustang comes from a consistent line of hard-working cows.

BW +2.3: WW +69: YW +118: MILK +25
This Renown son is strong-topped, thick quartered and loaded 
with muscle – the kind ranchers demand and search for. His 
Brand Name x Net Worth dam is one of the top young cows in 
the SAV herd.

BW 84
205 Wt. 1039

BW 83
205 Wt. 1002

BW 79
205 Wt. 925

SAV Renown 3439
Featuring the phenomenal first calf 
crop from this $175,000 lead-off bull 
from the 2014 SAV Sale, Renown’s 
ability to combine so many positives in 
one package puts him in a league of his 
own. His progeny combine modest birth 
weights with tremendous phenotypic 
quality, breed-leading performance 
and superior disposition. Renown is a 
full brother to Resource and his dam 
is the #1 income-producing cow in 
SAV history and the most important 
modern-day genetic contributor to the 
Angus breed. 54 direct progeny and six 
full siblings sell!



BRED TO ENHANCE REAL ECONOMIC VALUE FOR THE COWMAN...
SAV Grass Roots 5282SAV Grasslands 5075

SAV Native Range 5278

SAV Fresh Air 5246

SAV Country Western 5299

SAV Blackcap May 1433

SAV Fresh Start 5077

SAV Pure Country 5290

SAV Blackcap May 1416

BW +1.8: WW +69: YW +113: MILK +28
A highlight of the 2016 sale season. This Renown son captures the attention of 
everyone who sees him with his flawless phenotype and herd bull presence. He is 
extra long, thick, stylish and loaded with muscle from front to back. He earned a 
205-day wt. of 1049 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His powerful Net Worth dam was 
produced from four consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders® and his 
prolific grandam continues in production at 19 years of age.

BW +.2: WW +63: YW +108: MILK +24
This curve-bender by Renown clearly demonstrates pounds 
in the right package, abounding with thickness, muscle, 
masculinity and true Angus breed character. His moderate, 
perfect-uddered Density dam is a model of efficiency.

BW +3.5: WW +64: YW +111: MILK +29
A super complete Renown son with exceptional thickness, 
muscle and volume – the look of a real cowmaker. His Net 
Worth dam is a third generation Pathfinder®. 

BW +3.7: WW +69: YW +112: MILK +26
This attractive Renown son combines muscle, substance and 
top performance with maternal predictability. His dam is the 
16-year-old SAV Madame Pride 0075, the maternal matriarch 
who is among the most heralded cows in the Angus breed.

BW +2.1: WW +65: YW +111: MILK +27
A phenotypic standout by Renown with worlds of style and 
balance. His Bismarck x Predominant dam was produced from 
six consecutive generations of Emblynette Pathfinders®.

BW +1.4: WW +67: YW +110: MILK +26
A true calving-ease herd sire prospect and maternal trendsetter 
from the mating of Renown to the 16-year-old maternal 
matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075. He is among five flush 
siblings who sell!

BW +1.9: WW +70: YW +113: MILK +28
A Renown son with outstanding credentials from start to finish 
and maternal heritage second to none. His Bismarck dam is 
a seventh consecutive generation Pathfinder® and records a 
weaning ratio of 110 on 6 calves.

BW 69
205 Wt. 924

BW 85
205 Wt. 940

BW 94
205 Wt. 1022

BW 76
205 Wt. 934

BW 77
205 Wt. 966

BW 83
205 Wt. 982

SAV Front Pasture 5190

SAV Outdoors 5087

SAV Tribute 5431

BW +1.6: WW +68: YW +110: MILK +26
A special favorite of his calf crop with tremendous calving-
ease and maternal potential and front-pasture phenotype. 
This Renown son is out of the elite fifth generation 
Pathfinder® SAV Emblynette 5483 who is also featured.

BW +.7: WW +66: YW +109: MILK +27
This top calving-ease and AI stud prospect by Renown from 
a productive dam by Bismarck offers the kind of outlier 
thickness, muscle and performance that you rarely find in a 
low birth package.

BW I+2.0: WW I+62: YW I+108: MILK I+27
A full brother to the famous AI Stud Sires, Resource, Renown 
and Recharge. His dam is the #1 income-producer, SAV 
Blackcap May 4136.

BW 83
205 Wt. 956

BW 77
205 Wt. 995

His dam

SAV Emblynette 8411
A powerful brood matron by Net Worth 
from four generations of Emblynette 
Pathfinders®.

The 2016 SAV Sale will feature four full sisters to Renown, Recharge and Resource. Two of these are from the same flush as 
Resource and are members of a tribe of 13 flush sisters who have captured the attention of the Angus world with unmatched 
consistency in terms of their impeccable body type, broodiness, udder quality and productivity.

BW 83
205 Wt. 1049

SAV Blackcap May 1416SAV Blackcap May 1416SAV Blackcap May 1433SAV Blackcap May 1433

Her 
progeny 

sell!

Her 
progeny 

sell!

BW 78
205 Wt. 962



INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...
SAV Industry 5588

SAV Ignition 5629

SAV Icon 5583

SAV Intent 5590

SAV Incentive 5498

SAV Idol 5582

BW +1.7: WW +75: YW +118: MILK +26

BW +4.0: WW +74: YW +121: MILK +24
This dominating International son puts phenotype, performance, 
pedigree and cow family strength together in perfect fashion. His 
Pathfinder® dam, SAV Blackcap May 5530, is also the dam of 
Priority, Brand Name, Regard and Cutting Edge.

BW +3.1: WW +68: YW +112: MILK +24
This phenotypically stunning International son from the 
maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075, presents an 
impressive resume with proven cow power for references. He is 
one of 15 flush siblings who sell!

BW +2.1: WW +72: YW +114: MILK +26

BW I+3.7: WW I+67: YW I+115: MILK I+28
This International son from a Net Worth dam is extra thick, 
stout rumped and loaded with muscle and substance from front 
to back – the kind ranchers prefer.

BW +3.8: WW +70: YW +114: MILK +24
This International son is loaded with performance and 
maternal value and is a sure-ticket to herd improvement. He is 
a maternal brother to Registry and his dam is the 16-year-old 
maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.

BW 69
205 Wt. 1008

BW 91
205 Wt. 998

BW 85
205 Wt. 1005

BW 72
205 Wt. 983

BW 81
205 Wt. 967

BW 89
205 Wt. 1002

INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...INTERNATIONAL PROGENY WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE, THICKNESS & PERFORMANCE...
SAV Impact 5595

SAV Investment 5519

SAV Interchange 5448

BW +3.0: WW +74: YW +117: MILK +26
These powerhouse flush brothers represent 14 fabulous flush siblings who sell that are destined to make their mark on the Angus breed from the master mating of International to SAV 
Emblynette 3301. They are true stock bulls – loaded with thickness, muscle, volume and pounds along with superior structure. Their dam is the model cow for the Angus breed, unmatched for 
broodiness and maternal function and is the dam of Hesston and Momentum. Their flush sister who sells is the #1 weaning embryo heifer of the entire 2015 calf crop.

BW I+3.7: WW I+67: YW I+115: MILK I+28
One of eight outstanding siblings who sell demonstrating 
consistency in quality, performance and structural integrity. 
He is sired by International and his Net Worth dam is from the 
legendary SAV Elba 1094.

BW I+3.5: WW I+74: YW I+129: MILK I+27
This International son from the #1 income-producer SAV 
Blackcap May 4136, is a full brother to Universal, the featured 
Lot 1 bull from the 2015 SAV Sale. He is among five full siblings 
who sell.

BW 82
205 Wt. 1054

BW 86
205 Wt. 988

BW 79
205 Wt. 931

SAV International 2020
The $400,000 record-selling Lot 1 bull from 
the 2013 SAV Sale who has made it to the pros 
and become one of the most popular, potent, 
highly respected and widely used sires in the 
business. He consistently stamps his progeny 
with extreme thickness, muscle, stoutness 
and breed-leading performance. His first crop 
of sons led off the 2015 SAV Sale where they 
scanned an average 365-day ribeye of 16.6 
inches and met with record demand. His fifth 
generation Pathfinder® dam is a breed icon 
featured on the front of this brochure. This sale 
will feature 126 direct progeny of International 
as well as 23 full siblings, 48 maternal siblings 
and his incomparable dam – an unprecedented 
opportunity for the Angus world!



THE #1 SALE FOR RANCHERS WHO SELL THEIR CATTLE BY THE POUND...
SAV Influential 5019SAV Impeccable 5224

SAV Interest 5043

SAV Intrigue 5073

SAV Interim 5125

SAV Harvestor 0338

SAV Intensity 5062

SAV Introduction 5251

SAV Gold Standard 5450

BW +2.8: WW +72: YW +122: MILK +22
This super complete International son displays thickness, 
volume, muscle and style in a fault-free package. His dam is a 
flush sister to SAV Angus Valley 1867.

BW +1.8: WW +72: YW +122: MILK +26
This International son has a superb disposition and the right components of 
numbers, phenotype and cow family strength to make an influential sire. A full 
brother was selected by Alta Genetics and Diamond J as a feature of the 2015 SAV 
Sale.BW +2.8: WW +76: YW +124: MILK +28

A major-league International son with as much power, presence, 
muscle and rump as you can put in an Angus bull. His productive 
Rito 7075 dam records a Weaning Ratio of 110 on 3 calves.

BW +3.4: WW +72: YW +123: MILK +28
This intriguing International son packs a performance punch 
with serious cow power to back him. His Pathfinder® dam by 
Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 113 on 4 calves and his 
grandam is a full sister to SAV Blackcap May 4136.

BW +3.2: WW +70: YW +118: MILK +28
An International son with extra muscle and thickness, massive 
volume and a large scrotal. His Rito 7075 dam is a fourth 
generation donor recording a weaning ratio of 110 on 3 calves 
and will qualify as a Pathfinder®.

BW +5.0: WW +71: YW +123: MILK +25
An International son with outlier thickness, muscle-shape, 
volume and masculinity at an easy age. His Rito 9969 dam 
records a weaning ratio of 107 on 3 calves and will qualify as a 
Pathfinder®.

BW +4.1: WW +78: YW +130: MILK +23
A scale-crusher by International equipped for the task of 
adding muscle, capacity, dimension and pounds. He earned 
a 205-day wt. of 1019 lbs. His dam is by Rito 9969 and 
Pathfinder® grandam is by Right Time.

BW 74
205 Wt. 951

BW 81
205 Wt. 1004

BW 85
205 Wt. 1002

BW 82
205 Wt. 933

BW 84
205 Wt. 980

BW 83
205 Wt. 1019

BW 88
205 Wt. 968

SAV Instrument 5030

SAV Interactive 5005

SAV Gold Seal 5616

BW +2.7: WW +67: YW +114: MILK +26
This International son is hard to fault – thick and muscular 
with a perfect structure and a pleasant disposition. His 
Pathfinder® dam by Bismarck never misses.

BW +.9: WW +69: YW +119: MILK +24
This truly unique and valuable low birth weight International 
son has an abundance of natural thickness, volume and 
performance. His Pathfinder® dam by Bismarck records a 
weaning ratio of 105 on 5 calves.

BW +3.8: WW +68: YW +117: MILK +24
A proud representation of 23 full siblings to International that sell, offering access to one of the most powerful matings in the 
Angus breed. They are sired by Harvestor and their fifth generation Pathfinder® dam is the breed icon featured on the cover of 
this brochure. Their full sister is the 2016 National Angus Foundation Heifer.

BW 79
205 Wt. 946

BW 70
205 Wt. 950

BW 86
205 Wt. 983

His dam

SAV Madame Pride 0413
A sixth generation SAV embryo donor 
by Pioneer from SAV Madame Pride 
0075.

A true breed-changer with no equals among proven sires for 
adding explosive growth, performance and real beef value. 
His progeny are always favorites of commercial cowmen.

BW 78
205 Wt. 981

SAV Harvestor 0338SAV Harvestor 0338

BW I+3.7: WW I+65: YW I+113: MILK I+25

75 
Progeny 

Sell!



SAV Succeed 5621

SAV Hemisphere 5317

SAV Success 5620

SAV Highway 5573

BW +1.6: WW +59: YW +99: MILK +25
A top calving-ease bull by Registry with muscle, balance and 
structural correctness. His fifth generation Pathfinder® dam is 
featured on the cover of this brochure and is the incomparable 
dam of International.

BW +2.5: WW +67: YW +112: MILK +26
These Hesston sons are appreciated by commercial cattlemen 
who desire thick, deep, easy-fleshing cattle that perform well in 
any environment. This Hesston son from a heavy milking dam by 
Brand Name sells along with a full sister.

BW +1.5: WW +66: YW +108: MILK +25
This top-performing Registry son is a maternal brother to 
International. His pedigree is stacked with fertility, longevity 
and maternal value for generations. His dam is a fifth 
generation Pathfinder® and grandam remains in production at 
19-years of age.

BW +3.5: WW +63: YW +103: MILK +27
This Hesston son is the maternal kind to build a herd around 
and keep every daughter. His 16-year-old dam is the maternal 
matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075 and is also the dam of 
Registry.

BW 83
205 Wt. 944

BW 79
205 Wt. 949

BW 84
205 Wt. 1034

BW 91
205 Wt. 968

SAV Soldier 5606

SAV Hydrogen 5526

SAV Sensation 5615

SAV High Tech 5017

BW +2.1: WW +64: YW +102: MILK +26
This Registry son puts pounds in the right package with 
moderate frame, abundant muscle and fault-free structure. 
His dam, SAV Emblynette 3301, is the model cow for the 
Angus breed and dam of Hesston.

BW +3.7: WW +63: YW +112: MILK +29
A real-world beef bull by Hesston with the thickness, volume 
and fleshing-ability of a real cow maker. His Net Worth dam is 
out of the elite Pathfinder®, SAV Abilgale 8213.

BW -.2: WW +69: YW +120: MILK +28
SAV Sensation 5615 is a potential sale topper in a league of 
his own. He is a five-star calving-ease bull and major curve-
bender with body depth, softness, natural thickness, superb 
docility and unmistakable herd bull presence. His dam, SAV 
Blackcap May 4136, is the #1 income-producing cow in SAV 
history and dam of Resource, Renown, Recharge, Pedigree, 
Universal and more.

BW +2.8: WW +68: YW +116: MILK +28
This Hesston son represents an ideal beef bull with an 
abundance of natural thickness, capacity and pounds in an 
easy-fleshing package. He earned a 205-day wt. of 1007 
lbs. for a weaning ratio of 109. His Rito 9969 dam is out of 
an elite Pathfinder®.

BW 81
205 Wt. 979

BW 82
205 Wt. 991

BW 69
205 Wt. 997

BW 75
205 Wt. 1007

SAV Registry 2831

SAV Hesston 2217

SAV Registry 2831 is a multi-faceted sire who excels at the fundamental basics 
that make good cattle while avoiding extremes. He transmits natural thickness, 
muscling, fleshing-ability, superior structure, foot quality and breed character. 
He is a unique outcross by Rito 7075 from the 16-year-old maternal matriarch, 
SAV Madame Pride 0075, representing proven foundation genetics that never 
go out of style. 47 direct progeny and 33 maternal siblings sell!

SAV Hesston 2217 is a real breeding bull who 
will make a lasting contribution. His sons are 
easy-fleshing with extra volume, muscle and 
performance, while his feminine daughters possess 
the capacity to make ideal brood cows. His dam, 
SAV Emblynette 3301, is the model cow for the 
Angus breed. 93 direct progeny and 44 maternal 
siblings to Hesston are featured in this event!



VERSATILE CALVING-EASE OPTIONS FROM A TIME-TESTED PROGRAM...
SAV Platinum 5350SAV Platinum 5169

SAV Platinum 5127

SAV Technique 5120

SAV Thunderbird 5489

SAV West River 2066

SAV Testament 5218

SAV Answered Prayer 5503

SAV Westward 5195

BW +1.3: WW +69: YW +117: MILK +27
It is rare to find as much performance and quality in a calving-ease bull as is 
represented here. This Platinum son solves many antagonisms with a curve-bending 
EPD profile and a performance stat line that excels from start to finish. He recorded a 
205-day wt. of 997 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108. His heavy milking Rito 7075 dam 
is a daughter of the elite Pathfinder® SAV May 2397 and is a maternal sister to SAV 
Angus Valley 1867 and to the breed icon, SAV Blackcap May 4136.

BW +.3: WW +59: YW +105: MILK +32
This Platinum son from a 2-year-old dam by Mustang stacks 
proven calving-ease on both sides of his pedigree. He 
represents an exciting new sire group.

BW +2.1: WW +72: YW +125: MILK +28
This Platinum son from a 2-year-old dam by Resource combines 
calving-ease with growth, muscle and performance. He earned 
a 205-day wt. of 997 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108.

BW +.7: WW +70: YW +126: MILK +25
A superior calving-ease bull by Ten X with multi-trait excellence. 
He earned a 205-day wt. of 1000 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 108. 
His awesome 2-year-old dam is a flush sister to Renown and his 
grandam is the legendary SAV Blackcap May 4136.

BW I+1.6: WW I+63: YW I+108: MILK I+26
This calving-ease bull by Thunderbird will be a strong genetic 
contributor in multiple areas. His Emblynette dam has produced 
the #1 weaning bull and heifer of two respective calf crops.
16 Thunderbird progeny and 3 maternal brothers sell.

BW +.7: WW +68: YW +120: MILK +22
This elite curve bender offers definite AI stud potential 
and will rival any low birth weight bull to sell this year. 
He is sired by Ten X and his beautiful 2-year-old dam by 
Birthstone was produced from a flush sister to Resource.

BW I+1.7: WW I+60: YW I+109: MILK I+26
Shatters all records as the highest performance son of Final 
Answer to date. His productive dam from the Polly family 
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 3 calves and has 12 direct 
progeny selling.

BW 74
205 Wt. 935

BW 79
205 Wt. 997

BW 72
205 Wt. 1000

BW 70
205 Wt. 993

BW 73
205 Wt. 987

BW 83
205 Wt. 1023

BW 77
205 Wt. 1019

SAV Tenderloin 5166

SAV Angus Source 5294

SAV Old West 5147

BW +0: WW +63: YW +115: MILK +22
A five-star calving-ease bull by Ten X with all the extras. 
His nice-uddered, 2-year-old dam by Angus Valley from the 
Madame Pride family descends from the first Schaff cow to 
be enrolled in embryo transplant.

BW +.1: WW +58: YW +101: MILK +22
This sure-shot calving-ease bull by Angus Valley is ideally 
suited for use on virgin heifers without compromising your 
performance and quality standards. His Madame Pride dam 
is a sixth generation SAV embryo donor who never misses.

BW +1.3: WW +69: YW +116: MILK +28
This West River son offers a terrific blend of calving-ease, 
maternal value, growth and performance. His powerful 2-year-
old dam is a flush sister to Renown.

BW 65
205 Wt. 928

BW 70
205 Wt. 960

BW 76
205 Wt. 984

His sire

SAV Platinum 0010
One of the most popular, proven curve 
benders in the Angus breed. 
25 progeny sell!

An outstanding calving-ease sire with real-world functionality, 
superb structure and quiet disposition and backed by one of the 
strongest maternal lines in the business.

BW 84
205 Wt. 997

SAV West River 2066SAV West River 2066

BW +1.9: WW +73: YW +123: MILK +30
This modest birth weight West River son from a 2-year-old 
Resource dam breaks the performance barrier with a 205-day 
wt. of 1019 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 111.

30 
Progeny 

Sell!



PERFORMANCE GENETICS BY RESOURCE – RANCHER APPROVED...
SAV Realm 5474

SAV Rising Star 5149

SAV Roundup 5398

SAV Reproduction 5632

SAV Rising Sun 5179

SAV Ranch World 5288

BW I+2.1: WW I+66: YW I+114: MILK I+27
Phenotypically and genetically outstanding Resource son from 
the fifth generation Pathfinder® SAV Emblynette 5483, who is 
the dam of International and major feature of the 2016 SAV Sale. 
He is among 48 maternal siblings who sell!

BW +2.7: WW +67: YW +116: MILK +27
A big-time herd sire prospect by Resource rich in the traits that 
drive profit. His dam is the 16-year-old maternal matriarch, SAV 
Madame Pride 0075, who has a proven track record and reigns 
among the most heralded cows in the Angus breed.

BW +3.2: WW +74: YW +130: MILK +29
A deep-bodied, massive, performance bull by Resource earning 
a 205-day wt. of 1030 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 112. His 
Pathfinder® dam by Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 107 
on 4 calves.

BW +1.8: WW +77: YW +128: MILK +27
This Resource son out of the elite Pathfinder® SAV Blackcap 
May 5530 is a full brother to Regard at Genex AI Stud. He 
replicates a predictable mating and combines sterling statistics 
with beef bull phenotype.

BW +3.1: WW +67: YW +116: MILK +27
This Resource son out of SAV Madame Pride 0075 is loaded 
with performance and maternal merit, resulting from the very 
predictable mating of two of the Angus breed’s greatest icons.

BW +2.8: WW +70: YW +126: MILK +32
This Resource son takes honors as the heaviest weaning bull 
of his entire calf crop, earning a 205-day wt. of 1066 lbs. 
for a weaning ratio of 116. He is extra thick and loaded with 
muscle and will be appreciated by cowmen who sell pounds 
for a living.

BW 79
205 Wt. 966

BW 83
205 Wt. 1010

BW 85
205 Wt. 1030

BW 74
205 Wt. 1010

BW 85
205 Wt. 972

BW 82
205 Wt. 1066

SAV Remington 5609

SAV Reality 5270

SAV Retrospect 5165

BW +1.8: WW +73: YW +121: MILK +28
A powerfully-built Resource bull with all the properties to 
impact a program and make a lasting contribution. His dam, 
SAV Emblynette 3301, is the model cow for the Angus breed.

BW +3.3: WW +72: YW +125: MILK +27
This high performance Resource bull will warrant your attention 
with his proud look, athletic stride, tremendous length and 
muscle. His productive Net Worth dam is a daughter of the 
maternal matriarch, SAV Madame Pride 0075.

BW +1.9: WW +72: YW +127: MILK +30
A moderate birth Resource bull with herd bull credentials. He 
demonstrates the muscle, volume, dimension and performance 
that has made his sire so popular. His Traveler 004 dam records 
a weaning ratio of 106 on 5 calves.

BW 75
205 Wt. 979

BW 83
205 Wt. 1019

BW 82
205 Wt. 1056

SAV Resource 1441
The most popular, powerful, proven 
performance sire in the Angus breed 
and #1 semen revenue bull at Genex 
AI Stud. He represents the best of the 
timeless Rito 707 lineage and brings to 
the table the basics of efficiency and 
natural fleshing-ability, with thickness, 
muscle, masculinity, superb structure 
and authentic Angus breed character. 
His daughters are making ideal brood 
cows with high quality udders and his 
sons continue to dominate sales across 
the country where cowmen appraise real 
economic value. 85 direct progeny, six full 
siblings and 18 maternal siblings sell!

EPDs as of 11/30/15


